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ABSTRACT

studies have focused their attention to the contribution of
a binaural rendering (compared to mono or stereo renderings, or a purely visual scene, etc.) by looking at various
other attributes: immersion (e.g., [6–8]), navigation performance (e.g., [6, 7]), memorization (e.g., [6]), feeling of
spatialisation (e.g., [9]), consistence or correlation with visual (e.g., [9, 10]), global appreciation (e.g., [10]), etc.
To our knowledge, none of these works have been dedicated so far to a binaural rendering coupled with a smartphone application. Yet, smartphone usages raise additional
questions related to contextual factors, that might influence the perception of a spatialized sound scene (see for
instance [12–17] about the role of some of these factors on
binaural-enhanced experiences). Other questions rely on
methodology: contexts bring noise, whether it be auditory,
visual or even cognitive (e.g., walking and using a smartphone at the same time), that can be hardly reproduced in
a laboratory environment. In this paper, we propose an experiment to study the contribution of a binaural rendering
to a smartphone video game application, in terms of immersion, memorization and performance. We address the
question of influence factors by deploying our experiment
in real life situations. By doing this, we want to determine
if a significant effect of binaural rendering can be detected
while data are noised by realistic contextual variations.
In Section 2, we introduce the notion of data validity
and the deployment method we choose. In Section 3 we
present our experiment, including our video game, the data
we collect and the setup. Section 4 is dedicated to the results, discussed in Section 5.

Binaural rendering is a technology that could be advantageously coupled with a smartphone application, but is
still not commonly used. The aim of this study is to investigate how this technology could enrich the experience
of a video game application delivered on a smartphone, in
terms of immersion, memorization and performance. We
have used a longitudinal research procedure, the Experience Sampling Method, asking individuals to accomplish
short game sessions in their daily life. With this procedure, we want to determine if a significant effect of binaural rendering can be detected while data are noised by
realistic contextual variations. The results indicate a better feeling of immersion during the binaural sessions, but
no improvement was shown for memorization and performance. However, as the experiment is deployed in realistic
contexts of use, this result justifies the implementation of a
binaural rendering in smartphone applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
Binaural synthesis is a technology that spatializes sound
outside of the head of a listener wearing headphones. It
allows to reproduce the acoustic properties of a sound
coming from a specific direction by using the Head Related Transfer Functions (HRTF) filters owned by this listener [1]. Being the only solution of spatialized sound to
be easily transportable everywhere, it particularly fits with
the use of a smartphone, where contexts are numerous, dynamic and unpredictible.
Most of the works evaluating binaural technologies
have been dedicated to measure the accuracy of source
localization (see for instance [2–5]). However, in a daily
life, audiovisual experiences with binaural sounds (video
games, movies, videoconferencing, etc.) are not necessarily to be limited to a localization task. As such, a few other

2. DATA VALIDITY AND DEPLOYMENT
METHOD
Data validity and deployment method are closely linked.
In [18], Scriven explains that collected data are valid if
they are likely to answer the question initially asked. He
distinguishes two types of validity: internal and external.
Internal validity is linked to the control experimenters have
on influence factors, like environmental conditions (location, temperature, luminosity, time of the day, ambiant
noise, etc.), expertise of the assessors, or similarity of the
conditions when presenting stimuli (order, number of occurences, etc.) The more under control these factors are,
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to be used to intepret the contribution of binaural sounds.
As such, they are not in the scope of this paper, and not
treated in the next sections.
The sound calibration step consists in a panel that reminds the subjects to plug their headphones, put the sound
volume of the phone to its maximum value, and to calibrate the volume of the application via a slider in-app.
This helps us to control sound volumes and prevent subjects from muting sound.

the more internally valid the data become. External validity represents how close to a real use case the experiment is. As such, if a laboratory represents an experimental
place with a high internal validity, on the contrary external
validity is potentially low, especially when it comes to reproduce smartphone usage situations. For this reason, we
propose a protocole oriented to external validity, where our
experimental sessions are deployed outside the laboratory.
We use the Experience Sampling Method (ESM). This
method consists in dividing a long experiment into small
sessions over a long period of time, in order to collect
data that represent the subjects’ daily life [19]. Several
times per day, they are notified to accomplish a session
that should not exceed a few minutes. The short duration
is intended to prevent the experiment to be intrusive, and
to keep the motivation of the subjects. With this process,
the experience is designed to last one or several weeks.
The ESM has already been used a few times with mobile
phones, for instance in [20,21]. Advantageously, the whole
experiment can be processed on the device: notifications,
application usages, additional questionaries, etc. Furthermore, contextual data can be collected, by extracting automatically information from sensors (which requires a solid
theoretical model to interpret them) or by directly asking
subjects. This is of particular interest to observe trends
about daily life usages, and to see if experimental data are
consistent with their context.

3.3 The video game
Our smartphone application is an Infinite Runner developped for the occasion with the game engine Unity (see
Figure 1). The player controls an avatar that walks automatically on a procedurally generated road, and with an
increasing speed. The goal is to bring the avatar as far
as possible, avoiding obstacles and gathering bonus items.
To do that, the player can swipe a finger on screen to move
the avatar on the right, on the left, make him jump or slide
down.

3. EXPERIMENT
3.1 Progress of the experiment
In our experiment, we use the ESM as follows: during five
weeks, subjects are notified twice a day by SMS to play
a five minutes session (for a total of 70 sessions per subject). In order to diversify contexts, one session is randomly scheduled in the morning between 8am and 1pm,
the other is randomly scheduled in the afternoon between
1pm and 6pm (see Table 1). To maximize the external validity of the data, the experiment takes place on the personal smartphones and headphones of the subjects.
Each session is divided into four phases, all embedded
in the same application: the context questionary, the calibration of sound volume, the game itself and the end questionary. The data gathered during all these steps are sent
at the end of the session to a database located on a distant
server. If a subject is not connected to the internet at this
time, the data are stored locally and added for sending to
those of the next session.

Figure 1. A screenshot of the Infinite Runner used for the
experiment.

The game exists in two versions: one with binaural
sounds and one in mono. Half of the sessions is presented
to the subjects with a binaural rendering, the other half with
a mono rendering (see Table 1). Relying on the results
from a previous study [22], we set the point of listening
of the binaural version to the position of the virtual camera. The sound source positions are set by using a unique
set of non-individual HRTF measured from a dummy head
Neumann KU 100.
Several areas have been developped: forest (spring and
autumn), city (standard and snowy) and seaside town (standard and carnival), all available in a day and a night ver-

3.2 Contextual data collection and sound calibration
Contextual data are collected via a preliminary questionary
at each session. In order to keep the session short, we
limit the number of questions to four, retrieving the current location of the subjects, their social surrounding, their
level of mobility and their level of occupation. The purpose
of this questionary is to observe trends about smartphone
contexts, and because they are not controlled factors (not
equally distributed between subjects), they are not meant
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Number of
sessions
7
8
8
7
2
3
8
7
7
8
3
2

sion. As their purpose is only to bring some graphical and
sound variety, they are not subject to a precise distribution
across sessions. At each session, one of them is picked up
randomly and presented to the subject.
3.4 Measuring immersion, memorization and
performance
Immersion, memorization and performance are measured
via different methods. Immersion is measured via a questionary at the end of the session. Still keeping the idea of
a short session, we elaborate four questions, inspired from
previous studies on the feeling of immersion in virtual reality [23] or with spatialized sound systems [24]: 1) In the
game generated world, you had a sense of ”being there”,
2) Have you experienced a ”3D sound” effect?, 3) Sound
did contribute to your feeling of immersion and 4) The external context (ambiant noise, parallel task, etc.) troubled
your immersion. Except for the question 2 with a yes/no
answer, all responses are given on a discret scale between
0 and 3, 0 being tagged as ”not at all”, and 3 being tagged
as ”fully agree”.
Memorization is measured via a task: during the game,
various audiovisual objects are randomly spread along the
roadside. The objects are randomly picked up among a list
of twenty, and are designed to be graphically and aurally
emphasised in the scenery, to ease their memorization. At
the end of the session, the last seven objects that have been
met during the game are presented in a random order to the
subjects, and they are asked to sort them.
Immersion and memorization both require an answer
from the subjects at the end of the session. In order to
prevent the subject to anticipate them (bringing a potential
bias in their responses), over the 70 sessions, 30 sessions
have the immersion questionary only, 30 others have the
memorization task only, and the 10 remaining ones don’t
have any questionary (see Table 1).
Finally, performance is computed as a mix between the
bonus collected and the distance traveled in the game.
In this experiment we favor external validity rather than
internal validity, and we expect this choice to bring noise
in our experimental data. By measuring the contribution of
binaural with three different methods (a subjective questionary for immersion, a task for memorization and interactivity data for performance), we aim to obtain different
kind of information, one of the method being hopefully
less impacted by the influence factors.

Half day
morning
afternoon
morning
afternoon
morning
afternoon
morning
afternoon
morning
afternoon
morning
afternoon

End
questionary
immersion
immersion
memorization
memorization
nothing
nothing
immersion
immersion
memorization
memorization
nothing
nothing

Table 1. Distribution of the 70 ESM sessions.

five are unpaid volonteers from the laboratory, the other
twenty-five are externals and receive a 50 EUR voucher
at the end of the experiment, to compensate for their time.
The experiment are conducted in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki as well as national and institutional
guidelines for experiments with human subjects.
Subjects are recruited based on the following requirements: owning headphones and a smartphone that runs on
Android OS, and having a minimal knowledge about mobile video games. Before starting the core experiment, they
all are invited to come at the laboratory to get the game installed on their phone (except for five subjects who install
the game by themselves, following instructions via videoconferencing). Subjects are also informed about the details
of the experiment, but not about its purpose. They are instructed to accomplish their sessions as much as possible
immediately after receiving the SMS notification. However, to make the experiment more fluid, any delay or anticipation are permitted within the half day of the session.
Exceeding the half day, the session is postponed to the next
day, extending the whole experiment at the same time.
3.7 Hypotheses
Comparing mono to binaural sessions, we provide the following hypotheses:
• for immersion, we expect better responses in the binaural sessions, resulting in a better sense of presence,
a sound effect more often experienced, a better contribution of sound to the feeling of immersion and an
external context less disturbing;

3.5 Summary: distribution of the sessions
Table 1 summarizes the distribution of the 70 sessions considering the type of audio rendering, the period of the day
and the end session questionary. In the experiment, all the
sessions were presented in a random order to each subject.

• for memorization, we expect objects to be better
memorized in the binaural sessions;
• for performance, we expect a better global score in
the binaural sessions.

3.6 Subjects

4. RESULTS

Thirty subjects (8 women) take part in the experiment,
aged between 16 and 67 (average 28.1). Among them,

doi:10.25836/sasp.2019.23

Sound
type
binaural
binaural
binaural
binaural
binaural
binaural
mono
mono
mono
mono
mono
mono

Results comprise 2100 sessions (70 sessions for 30 subjects). For technical reasons, twelve sessions have been
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4.2 Memorization

lost, owned by a unique subject, resulting in 2088 sessions. Among them, 896 are provided with an immersion
questionary, 894 with a memorization questionary and 298
sessions with no questionary.

For memorization, we have to compare the sequence of objects memorized by the subjects with the correctly ordered
sequence. We compare them following several metrics: the
Hamming distance [26], the Levenshtein distance [27], the
Damerau-Levenshtein distance [28], the longest common
subsequence [29], and the Jaro similarity [30]. The basic principle of these metrics is to compare what objects
are in common in the two sequences (their number, their
distance), and how many operations are required to convert one sequence to another. More details can be found in
the papers associated to each method. Figure 3 shows the
average normalized distances, given the audio type of the
sessions. All data represent here a distance, i.e., a value of
0 if sequences are the same (good memorization), a value
of 1 if sequences are very different (bad memorization).
We observe for each distance that values are nearly the
same for both audio renderings, but systematically lower
for the mono sessions. Five ANOVA are performed, with
the distances as successive dependent variables and the
audio rendering type as a within-subject factor and the
subject as a random factor. No significant effect of the
audio rendering type is revealed, whatever the distance
is: Hamming (F(1, 29.24)=0.10, p=0.76), Levenshtein
(F(1, 29.22)=0.71, p=0.41), Damerau-Levenhstein (F(1,
29.21)=0.45, p=0.51), longest common subsequence (F(1,
29.28)=2.89, p=0.10) and Jaro distance (F(1, 29.21)=0.34,
p=0.56).

4.1 Immersion
Figure 2 shows the answer of the subjects to the four questions related to their feeling of immersion. We observe that
on average, subjects experienced a better sense of presence
(question 1), a better contribution of sound to immersion
(question 3) and a lower trouble caused by the external
context (question 4) when audio was rendered in binaural. The answers to the question 2 reveal that most of the
time, the subjects detected a 3D sound effect, whatever the
audio type is, binaural or mono (366 detections of a 3D
sound effect in binaural sessions, i.e., 83% of all the binaural sessions, and 349 detections in mono sessions, i.e.,
76% of all the mono sessions).
Three ANOVA were performed, with the answers of
questions 1, 3 and 4 as successive dependent variables,
the audio rendering type as a within-subject factor, and
the subject as a random factor. Results indicate a significant effect of the audio type on the sense of presence (F(1,
29.03)=6.31, p<0.05), on the contribution of sound to immersion (F(1, 29.04)=5.05, p<0.05), but not on the trouble
caused by the external context (F(1, 29.06)=1.09, p=0.30).
Finally, a χ2 test is performed for question 2, with the answer type (yes or no) as the dependent variable and audio
rendering type as the independent variable. Results reveal
a highly probable reject of the null hypothesis (χ2 =6.81,
p<0.01), meaning that the audio rendering type has a statistically significant effect on the answers. In other words,
subjects detect significantly more often a 3D sound effect
when sessions are in binaural.

Figure 3. Average normalized distances between the
memorized sequences of objects and the correctly sorted
sequences. A distance of 0 means that the two sequences
are identical (good memorization), and a distance of 1
means that the two sequences are highly different (bad
memorization). Vertical bars are the 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 2. Subjects’ answers to the four immersion related
questions. The answers are systematically given in function of the type of audio rendering (mono or binaural). The
answers were given on a discrete scale between 0 and 3,
except for the question 2 (on the top right) where the answer was yes or no. Vertical bars are the 95% confidence
intervals.

4.3 Performance
Performance of the subjects as a function of the audio rendering type can be observed in Figure 4. Values are better for binaural sessions, but here again, an ANOVA performed on data reveals no effect of the audio type (F(1,
28.05)=0.18, p=0.68).
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has a positive effect, justifying its implementation in a
smartphone application.
6. CONCLUSION
We proposed an experiment to measure the contribution
of a binaural rendering in a smartphone video game application. The video game was an Infinite Runner, largely
spread among the general public. We measured three attributes, i.e., immersion, memorization and performance,
using the Experience Sampling Method, that aims to replace the experiment in realistic contexts of use. Results
revealed a better feeling of immersion with the binaural
rendering, compared to the same game in mono. No significant effect was found for memorization and performance.
As the study focused on external validity (realistic conditions) rather than internal validity (controlled conditions),
we claim that this result justifies the use of binaural sounds
in this kind of smartphone applications.
Many prospects are possible. Considering the contribution of the binaural sound, further studies should assess other attributes, other smartphone applications, and
compare binaural rendering to other sound systems (e.g.,
stereo). Other studies may focus on the method itself,
investigating how to gradually control more conditions,
while keeping the external validity at the same thime.

Figure 4. Vertical bars are the 95% confidence intervals.

5. DISCUSSION
Among all the questions and variables, it seems that only
the sense of presence and the contribution of sound to immersion are significantly improved by the binaural rendering. Besides, a 3D effect is more often experienced in binaural sessions, meaning that subjects consciously perceive
the sound spatialization.
On the contrary, memorization is not influenced by the
audio rendering. One possible reason is the difficulty of the
task: remembering the order of 7 objects is probably too
hard, considering that 7 is usually seen as the upper limit
of the memory span [31]. This was confirmed by several
subjects after the experiment, during an informal debriefing. We also raise the idea that we might have mitigated
the beneficial effect of the binaural rendering, by positioning objects only on the right or left of the avatar’s track,
instead of all around the user.
For the performance, no effect of the audio rendering
type was neither found. However, many influence factors come under consideration in this experiment. First,
we suppose that the difficulty of the game (and consequently performance) is probably related to the context of
use, which was highly variable and not possible to study
systematically in our experiment. Second, several subjects
confessed having stopped their sessions intentionally, for
three different reasons: some of them found that the game
was too easy; some others had sometimes to stop for external reasons (end of the bus ride, end of the break at work,
etc.); and some others, focused on the memorization task,
died purposely to keep in mind the 7 memorization objects. In these conditions, the interpretation of the performance regarding the binaural rendering is quite difficult.
In further studies, the conflict between the memorization
task and the game itself may be softened by integrating the
former in the core gameplay of the latter.
Finally, among the three assessed attributes though,
having a significant improvement of immersion in the binaural condition is an important result. It means that in realistic use cases, despite the large variability of contexts (different places, time, situations, smartphones, headphones,
inter-individual differences, etc.), binaural rendering still
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